
Advising banks on human 
trafficking risks

We asked Nick some questions about  
his clients’ increasing focus on modern 
slavery issues.

Tell us a bit more about  
Blackpeak.

  We were founded in Asia and much  
of our business has an Asian focus, 
although we operate globally. I oversee 
Blackpeak’s legal and compliance 
functions. We work with our clients to 
investigate corruption, money laundering 
and modern slavery; having witnessed 
the scale of the problem in Asia, we 
devote significant time to our pro bono 
work in this area. 

What types of businesses tend  
to use your services?

Our client base includes investment banks, 
multinational and other companies, 
private equity funds, international and 
local law firms, hedge and sovereign 
wealth funds, as well as a range of 
professional services firms and public 
sector institutions. Modern slavery is a 
major problem in Asia where, as I have 

mentioned, our business is primarily 
focused. Companies are becoming more 
aware of the risks involved in specific 
sectors and countries in the region.  
As a result, the business investigation 
market is growing rapidly and an 
increasing number of companies are 
using our services to protect themselves,  
their management and employees and 
their clients.

To what extent do Blackpeak’s due 
diligence investigations generally 
tend to cover human rights issues? 
Does that vary between sectors?

Even five years ago, we were rarely asked 
to focus on modern slavery issues unless 
a particular concern had arisen as part of 
transactional due diligence or a client 
on-boarding process. More often,  
we would be asked to work under more 
general parameters, such as looking for 
“reputational concerns” or evidence of 
“bribery and corruption”.

However, banks and companies 
(particularly those with long supply 
chains) have become increasingly aware 
of modern slavery. We are now regularly 
asked by our clients to consider this 
issue, particularly where the underlying 
business, assets or management are in 
countries or sectors where modern 
slavery is more prevalent.

What is still lacking is a clear  
system of modern slavery guidance 
( for example, a detailed checklist), 
which banks and corporations could 
use when conducting due diligence. 
Together with one of our NGO 
partners, Liberty Asia, we are 
working with clients to help  
them develop such systems and  
to help them understand that,  
in many cases, desktop or public 
domain research is insufficient to  
get to grips with the challenge.
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Have you seen a discernable 
culture change in recent years  
of businesses becoming more 
concerned with guidelines such  
as the UN Guiding Principles on 
Business and Human Rights? 
Could you cite any examples?

I would say that banks have become  
far more concerned with compliance,  
even compared to a few years ago.  
Many have invested in more effective 
controls to avoid AML/CTF and similar 
issues. Deal teams now have less say than 
the legal/compliance function over when 
and how investigative research is 
undertaken and what decisions are  
taken based on that research.

That said, there is still a gap in  
the approach to what are seen as 
hard issues – such as AML,  
for example – and what is 
sometimes seen as the softer,  
more aspirational, issue of  
modern slavery. The former  
is subject to clear and specific 
procedures whereas modern  
slavery is more often the  
subject of information and  
education programmes and  
“big picture” reporting.
Indeed, the UK Modern Slavery Act 
(“MSA”) is an example of the difference 
in approach at a legislative level. Whilst a 
very welcome initiative, it is limited in 
scope and effect when compared to 
equivalent AML regulation, as it requires 
only reporting and does not provide any 
system of, say, excluding non-compliant 
goods or fines for major failures in 
modern slavery checks.

Moreover, the modern slavery team in 
many banks operates separately from the 
AML/CTF team, and suspicious activity 
reports (“SARs”) and other established 
procedures are not always incorporated 
into the anti-modern-slavery system.

There is a risk of the UN Guiding 
Principles and relevant state-level 
legislation being seen as lacking teeth.  
It is easy for senior management to  
agree positive sounding principles and, 
although I believe that companies are 
now taking modern slavery more 
seriously, more of a carrot and stick 
approach may be required to make  
sure these principles are put fully into 
practice. That might include new 
sanctions where companies repeatedly 
fail to address modern slavery issues 
(including in their supply chains). If this is 
to happen, time and money must also be 
invested by governments and regulators.

We have read your recent article,  
“From High Seas To High 
Finance: What Banks Need To 
Know About Human Trafficking” 
(2016) and, clearly, trafficking  
is a risk for banks and  
other businesses.  
Are there particular industries 
where you would say human 
trafficking is most prevalent?

Human trafficking and forced labour is  
a well-known problem in the fishing 
industry in Asia (not least in Thailand 
and Indonesia) but it also affects many 
other industries. These include agriculture 
(for example, the production of palm oil 
in Malaysia and Indonesia); manufacturing 
(particularly in the clothing and footwear 
industries in countries such as Pakistan, 
Laos, Vietnam and Cambodia, as well as 
the electronics industry in Malaysia); 

the construction sector (including large 
numbers of North Korean workers in 
China and elsewhere); and the hospitality 
industry/domestic work (particularly richer 
countries like Hong Kong and Singapore). 
That said, we have encountered modern 
slavery issues in a range of industries 
where one might not necessarily expect 
to find them and identified finance or 
controlling entities in first world 
countries. One can never be sure  
that there is not a problem.

Why is it important for banks and 
other financial institutions to know 
about human trafficking? What do 
they need to do to prevent 
becoming implicated?

The key thing for banks and other 
financial institutions to acknowledge  
is how prevalent the problem is and 
to commit to doing something about 
it beyond setting out general policies.  
In the same way as with AML,  
wherever there is an evident risk  
(because of sector, geography or 
specific information), investigative 
due diligence must be carried out  
as a matter of course. 
This includes investigation of complex 
or lengthy supply chains, as that problem 
cannot be addressed just through 
desktop research and detailed supplier 
agreements. No company or bank  
should be blamed for every problem in 
its supply chain but, if it can demonstrate 
that it has undertaken appropriate due 
diligence and put tough risk measures in 
place – such as SARs and the temporary 
suspension of accounts or business  
(as with AML) or the suspension or 
dismissal of non-compliant suppliers –  
it will be able to defend its reputation 
and protect itself from legal or  
regulatory action.
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“As modern slavery is now clearly identified as a 
predicate offence for money laundering by the 
Financial Action Task Force, the UK Government 
and others, the need for banks (in particular)  
to use their existing AML procedures and 
systems is clear.”
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What resources and indicators  
can banks and other financial 
institutions use to evaluate the 
human trafficking risk in a specific 
transaction or investment?

At present, there are different teams 
within banks, such as client on-boarding, 
transactional due diligence, AML and 
anti-slavery that sometimes operate 
independently. Integrating them more 
effectively, especially in relation to 
information access and procedures 
would be of significant help.  
Clearer rules on risks that require 
additional investigation are less 
developed in the area of modern slavery 
than, say, for AML and there is often  
a lack of an analysis template that will 
allow busy compliance and risk teams  
to know when they need to dig  
deeper and, where appropriate,  
involve outside investigators.  
Most companies now have 
comprehensive supplier agreements 
covering the FCPA, Bribery Act  
and similar compliance risks.

What is needed is for companies not 
just to rely on those contracts but to 
carry out effective due diligence and 
audits (incorporating human rights 
issues alongside AML/CTF),  
adopt red flag identification and 
action plans, as well as whistle-
blower procedures leading to 
cessation of business or closure  
of accounts where required and 
SARs or their equivalent being  
filed where relevant.

How does Blackpeak go about 
investigating instances of  
human trafficking?

Although database research (both public 
and proprietary) forms a part of any 
investigation, a professional investigation 
firm can provide specialist knowledge 
and techniques to detect indications  
of trafficking or slavery. This includes 
looking at supply chains where a bank or 
company may not, through conventional 
means, be able to detect that there is  
a problem.

Undetected activities by suppliers and 
distributors may put a company at risk  
of infringing modern slavery regulations. 
Similarly, there may be allegations made 
against a company’s factory, brand or 
employees that do not specifically name 
the company itself.

We use human source and field enquiries 
to help detect and confirm any 
relationship between allegations and the 
company in question and to verify any 
specific allegations made. For instance, 
we may be able to access local source 
networks (whether former employees, 
competitors, suppliers, NGOs or citizen 
groups), which are familiar with a 
particular industry or network of 
infringing companies. We may also 
conduct discreet site visits or covert 
interviews to detect undisclosed risks  
and connections. Cyber-security and 
investigation measures can also be  
of significant use.

To what extent do you think that 
businesses have a role to play in 
ending practices such as 
trafficking and modern slavery?

There is no one action that will improve 
society’s approach to modern slavery. 
Senior management in large companies 
and banks have the biggest role to play. 
Many have committed to the UN 
Guiding Principles and are subject to 
legislation like the MSA. Most of them 
already have the capacity to identify and 
address major risks to their business 
(including using firms like Blackpeak 
where required). They need to take the 
logical step of applying those systems 
and procedures in a comprehensive way 
to the threat of modern slavery.

But businesses aren’t the only stakeholders 
with a role to play. It is also my view  
that anti-slavery organisations and 
NGOs can help by identifying 
counterparties, victims (individual or 
groups), specific assets (such as plant, 
ships and so on that are used by 
suspicious firms or individuals), as well 
as local journalists or victim groups who 
may have taken an interest and be well 
placed to assist. The more information 
that can be supplied, the more specific 
that information is, the easier it is to access, 
the greater the opportunity for us to 
identify it and for clients to act on it.

Regulators have a key role to play, 
moving beyond information gathering  
to more active strategies. 

The UK government has done more 
than most in passing the MSA and 
setting out its Modern Slavery Strategy  
in 2015 with its Pursue, Prevent,  
Protect, Prepare approach. 

The next test will be the effectiveness  
of the National Crime Agency and the 
Independent Ant-Slavery Commissioner 
in following through on this strategy,  
as well as other countries creating their 
own domestic programmes. 

How do you see businesses’  
focus on human rights issues  
such as trafficking developing  
in the future?

As I have said, there is still a problem 
with modern slavery being seen as a  
“big picture”, good intentions issue 
rather than as a specific threat that needs 
actively to be addressed. The MSA, 
though welcome, requires reporting and 
transparency rather than specific action 
and with failure for such action being 
subject to AML-type sanctions.  
A combination of media, shareholder, 
investor group and government pressure, 
as well as senior management focus, 
combined with greater regulatory 
oversight with financial sanctions as a 
last resort, will, I believe, help to develop 
better modern slavery procedures.

For Blackpeak’s clients, particularly the 
banks but also large companies, a key 
tool should be to integrate their modern 
slavery team more closely with their 
better-established AML/enhanced due 
diligence functions, so that it becomes  
a standard part of the risk mitigation 
process whereby risks can be clearly 
identified and addressed.

As modern slavery is now clearly 
identified as a predicate offence for 
money laundering by the Financial 
Action Task Force, the UK Government 
and others, the need for banks  
(in particular) to use their existing  
AML procedures and systems is clear. 

Most banks, but not all, are moving in 
this direction. The key aims and benefits 
of this approach were highlighted in an 
excellent report by the OSCE in 2014 
and it is one we wholeheartedly support.
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